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1. INTRODUCTION 

A mathematical scheme for demonstrating 
the authenticity of a digital message or 
document is known as Digital Signature 
(DS) [1]. DS convince a recipient that a 
document was created by a known sender. 
DSs are commonly used for software 
distribution, financial transactions, and in 
other cases to avoid forgery and tampering 

[2]. Digitally signed messages may be 
anything that can be represented as a bit or 
a string, examples include electronic mail, 
contracts, or a message sent via some other 
cryptographic protocol [3]. Hash function 
is used in creating and verifying a DS. 
Hash function is an algorithm which 
creates a digital representation of 
document. Few hashing algorithms have 
been developed such Secure Hash 
Algorithm – 128 (SHA-1) and Message 
Digest Version 5 (MD5) to be used in e-
commerce [4]. SHA-1 is a secured hash 
algorithm – 160. Produces 160-bit hash 
value. It is designed by NIST & NSA in 
1993 revised 1995 as SHA – 160, US 
standard for use with digital signature 
algorithm (DSA) signature scheme. SHA-
256, SHA-384, and SHA-512. Designed 
for compatibility with increased security 
provided by the advanced encryption 
standard (AES) cipher[3].  
 
In traditional DS, normally a smart card is 
used to perform signatures because the 
used cryptographic keys are stored inside 
the card [6]. However most of the existing 
DS systems, provide signature without 
proofing true identity[5], because they 
stand on using keys that anyone can 
use[7]. Therefore, documents have to be 
signed in such a way that proofs the true 
identity to avoid many attacks reported in 
[8][11]. This can be done only by using 
user’s personal characteristics such as 
fingerprint, Iris or face [7]. 
 
In automation security, faces are more 
secured than passwords, because of fine 

An online secured document exchange, 
secured bank transactions, and other e-
commerce requirements need to be protected 
in commercial environment as it becomes big,. 
Digital signature (DS) is the only means of 
achieving it. This paper introduces a prototype 
online-algorithm in signing and verifying a 
document digitally. Document’s hash value is 
calculated, and protected using keys derived 
from face characteristics. This paper presents a 
method in signing document differ from 
traditional systems using passwords, 
smartcards or biometrics based on direct 
access. It utilizes a wirelessly accessed 
biometrics type to provide: 

1. Un tampered biometrics in digital 
signatures. 

2. Proof of a true identity. 
It also investigates existing digital signature 
system that is based on smart card. The 
obtained results were translated in term of 
speed and security enhancement which is 
highly in demand of e-commerce society  
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differentiation between seemingly 
identical and won’t be forgotten or stolen 
[9]. Faces are also more secured than 
fingerprint, because fingerprint can be 
spoof using jelly[10]. Face image as any 
digital image always needs to be enhanced, 
to come out with its features clearly. This 
is because of the low quality images 
captured using camera devices. An image 
once captured and resized, is filtered using 
one of the known filters methods such as 
Linear, Wiener, Median, or Gaussian [9]. 
The image using one or more filtering 
algorithm is filtered several times until it 
becomes clear.  Then information can be 
constructed [12]. The constructed 
information are stored for future 
comparison use. Face structure is eyes, 
mouth, and there position, which are 
different from person to another. All 
related together forming a unique 
characteristic of face [9]. There are more 
factors that can be used, that might make 
recognition easy or difficult they are listed 
in the FERET dataset [15].  
 
Several face recognition algorithms were 
introduced in recent years. One of them is 
to measure the resulted triangle between 
eyes and mouth, but this is trivial of 
change, so a measurement should be taken 
in age intervals [][16]. The first mention to 
eigenfaces in image processing, a 
technique that would become the dominant 
approach in following years, was made by 
L. Sirovich and M. Kirby in 1986, it is 
based on principal component analysis 
(PCA) [16]. It becomes a base of 
developing many new face algorithms 
such as the measurement of the importance 
of certain intuitive feature, geometric 
measures between eye distances, with 
length ratio [17].  
 
This work considered as an improvement 
of the research done by Costas et al 
(2008), they perform face-based digital 

signature in retrieving video segments 
using pre-extracted face in detection and 
recognition[14]. They use signature in 
retrieving while in this work we use 
segments of document to retrieve their 
signatures for verification. 
  
In our proposed DS system, we will 
introduce a system that uses keys derived 
from user’s face that will help in assuring 
true identity, face factors mentioned in 
[15] are out of our concern. In our security 
analysis, we only consider secure 
signature-generation systems that use 
SMCs to protect DS from attacks mention 
in [8]. Then to improve the use of 
biometrics in order to proof true user 
identity as in [13], and DS protection. 
Meanwhile avoid using systems based on 
biometric which can be tampered such as 
fingerprint [14]. In the proposed system, 
we shall construct keys from face that is 
protected using a Ron’s Code ver. 5 (RC5) 
a variable-key-size encryption algorithm. 
It is fast and suitable in protecting SMC 
keys [6]. Of course other solutions exist. 
However, they are out of the scope of this 
paper.. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY AND 

DISCUSSIONS 

The following paragraphs will discuss 
proposed algorithm, experiment and 
obtained results. 
 
2.1 PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
Sequence of DS in the proposed system for 
any given document shown in Figure 1 are 
performed in five steps described as 
following: 

• Enhancement, face image 
adjustment and filtering..  

• Feature extraction, information 
extract and keys construction. 

• Document signing, obtaining 
document fingerprint. 
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• Signatures protection, document 

and keys protection. 
• Siging authenticity, signatures 

matching. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Sequence process in proposed system 
 
2.2 FACE IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 
 
At each sign-point, there is a fixed 
webcam that is used to capture face image.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Face image enhancement, and noise 
remove using wiener filter 
 
The selected area surrounds eyes, nose and 
mouth, within the dimension of 200x200 
pixels. Figure 2 A shows an original 
image, while B presents the histogram of 
A, and it shows that information are not 

distributed, it has to be filtered. In C a face 
image is shown after removing noise by 
using fast Fourier transform (FFT) “wiener 
filter”. It was used several times to come 
out with it features. The histogram of a 
well distributed information as a result 
filtering process was shown in D. 
 
Face image is then cropped to dimension 
150x150 pixels in an area reach of 
information. It contains eyes, nose, and 
mouth to use it for feature extraction as 
shown in Figure 3.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. Selected face image area that is reach of 
information. 

 
2.3 INFORMATION EXTRACTION 
 
The cropped face image that prepared in 
paragraph 2.2 is used to extract features to 
calculate user key ( skey as sender’s key 
and rkey  receiver’s key). User key are 
calculated using an equation (1). 

∑ ==
=

mn

jis jixkey ,

0 1 ),(  

∑ ==
=

mn

jir jixkey ,

0 2 ),(  

(1) 
Where 1x and 2x are sender’s, receiver’s 
cropped face image 160x160 pixels and 

mjni ...0,.....0 == . 
Obtained users keys are unique as results 
of applying the equation (1). Table 1 
shows obtained users keys, it is insure that 
users can be distinguish from each other. 
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As a requirement of signing process, user 
requires another key ( srkey ), it is 
constructed after selecting a target user as 
a receiver of a document. 
 

Table 1. Users keys 
User  
No. 

User key ( skey or rkey ) 

6 581497 
7 533018 
8 668856 
9 627684 
18 632414 

 
The key is constructed by combining the 
two keys ( skey  and rkey ) using equation 
no. (2). The constructed key ( srkey ) is 
used in encryption process.  

mnnjniwhere
jkeyikeykey rssr

++==
=

ΛΚΚ 1,1
,

       (2)
 

 
The constructed srkey  is used in both sides 
for encryption or/decryption and to protect 
an outgoing document in sender’s side or 
incoming document in receiver’s side. A 
third column in Table 2 shows results of 
applying equation (2) to construct a key 
( srkey ) that is used in an encryption 
process. 
 

Table 2. Constructed key srkey  between sender 
and receiver 

Sender’s 
key 

( skey )  

Receiver’
s key 
( rkey ) 

Combined 
key’s ( srkey ) 

581497 7533018 5814977533018
7533018 581497 7533018581497
668856 668856 668856668856 
627684 632414 627684632414 
632414 627684 632414627684 

 
2.4 SIGNING PROCESS 
 

A user who intends to sign a document 
(Doc) has to first select or prepare a 
document, then a process using equation 
no. (3) to calculate a fingerprint of the 
document. SHA-1 as stable hash algorithm 
was chosen to calculate document’s 
fingerprint. Then a sender invokes RC5 
algorithm with a constructed key ( srkey ) to 
encrypt the calculated fingerprint as shown 
in equation (4). 
 

Fingerprint = SHA-1(Doc)                    (3) 
Encrypted-fingerprint = RC5 srkey  ( fingerprint) 

                                                              (4)  
Sender prepares a message that contains 
document, its fingerprint and sender’s key 
and sent them to the receiver according to 
the equation no. (5) and as shown in 
Figure 4. 
  

Message = (Encrypted-fingerprint, Doc, skey ) 
                                                               (5) 

 

 
Figure 4. Sequence process of a document signing 
and message encryption 
 
2.5 SECURE SIGNATURES 
 
To avoid un authorized use of document 
and used keys in signatures, a RC5 
cryptographic algorithm is used to 
protected them.  Message contains 
document (Doc), fingerprint and keys are 
prepared by sender and protected using a 
formed key ( srkey ) that only target 
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receiver can decrypt according to the 
equation (6). 
  

Encrypted-Mseg= RC5 srkey  (Message) 
(6) 

 
2.6 AUTHENTICITY of SIGNATURES 

 
Verification process is performed in the 
receiver’s side, receiver once he received 
an encrypted message, he decrypts it using 
his key ( rkey ) to obtain original document, 
sender’s key ( skey ), and encrypted 
fingerprint. Two processes are used one to 
calculate new fingerprint and second to 
construct combined key ( srkey ) as 
discussed in 2.3. The key is used to 
decrypt the received encrypted fingerprint. 
Signature is authenticated by comparing 
the two obtained fingerprints. A document 
is said authenticated and sent by trusted 
person if fingerprint are equals. In Figure 5  
 

 
 
Figure 5 Received message decryption and signing 
authentication process. 
 
illustration of verification process starts by 
the decrypting of the received message 
with receiver’s key to obtain  the sender’s 
key ( skey ). The skey  will be used to 

construct a combination key ( srkey ) that 
needed to decrypt received fingerprint. 
Receiver calculates fingerprint of received 
document using SHA-1 algorithm and 
compare the two fingerprints to see if they 
match. 
 
2.7 TESTING THE ALGORITHM 

 
Two signature points are configured using 
two connected computers where each was 
equipped with webcam. They are used to 
test the proposed algorithm. One is for 
document signing, where the second is for 
signature verification. The system was 
tested for acceptance and rejection in term 
of signature-verification running process. 
This test is used to discover the system’s 
incorrect decision. Use was made of 1030 
matching trails (MT) and three security 
levels. Table 3 shows used intensity level 
for each of the three levels security. Group 
(1) uses 30 low intensity face images, 
group (2) uses 400 medium intensity face 
images, where group (3) uses 600 high 
intensity face images.  
 

Table 3  Number of Recognized- 
Rejected users by the proposed system 

 
The results of testing for the system to the 
MT, for group 1 a 28 out of 30 low 
intensity images were recognized, that is 
93.33%. Meanwhile, 2 images were 
rejected with 6.67% as demonstrated in 
Figure 6. 
 

Group 
 

Description 

Group 
(1) 

Low 

Group 
(2) 

mediu
m 

Group 
(3) 

High 

 
Total 

 

Number of 
Users 

30 400 600 1030 

Recognized 28 393 592 1013 
Rejected 2 7 8 17 

Recognized 
Rate 

93.33 98.25 98.67 98.35 

Error Rate 6.67 1.75 1.33 1.65 
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Figure 6 Accepted users by the proposed system 
 
In group 2 which presents medium 
intensity face images as shown in Figure 7, 
393 out of 400 face images, were 
recognized with percentage of 98.25% and 
only 7 images were rejected with 
percentage of 1.75%. 
 

 
Figure 7  Rejected users by proposed system  
 
In group 3, 600 high intensity face images 
were used as shown in Figure 8, 592 were 
recognized registering a 98.67% and 8 
rejection, that is 1.33%. 
 
In summary 1030 face images were used, 
images got different intensity. 1013 of 
them were recognized with percentage of 
98.35%, and only 17 of them were 
rejected,  that is 1.65% and this 
demonstrates the success of the proposed 
system. 

 
Figure 8 Accepted and rejected users by the 
proposed system 
 
In Table 4 tests of the proposed system 
done only for known users, the false 
acceptance rate (FAR) registered value 
equals to zero in all groups. The false 
rejection rate (FRR) goes in descending 
order which means configuring the system 
with big number of users will translate in 
getting less  rejection as results show for 
low and all intensity. 
 

Table 4 FAR and FRR Ranges  
No. Description FAR FRR 
1. Low intensity  0 6.67 
2. Medium  intensity  0 1.75 
3. High intensity  0 1.33 
4. For all intensity 0 1.65 

 
2.8 THIS ALGORITHM AGAINST 

EXISTING ALGORITHMS 
 

In recent years few algorithms are 
developed to solve document signing 
digitally, but they fail in covering a lot of 
issues. The proposed algorithm solves 
them as will be described below. 
 
Most of DS systems as in Sufreenmohd at 
el (2002) or in Elmadani at el (2005) are 
using smart card to store keys and they 
suffer from forgery or tampering, were the 
proposed algorithm solve this problem by 
authenticating user with their faces, that 
were stolen, forgotten, tampered and user 
has nothing to carry with a hand. The 
existing DS algorithms as in Sirovich and 
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Kirby (1987) are based on temple selection 
in extracting features, Givens at el (2003) 
and Yang (2010) algorithms are based on 
calculating values from image to compare 
them later with storing ones, such 
processes are time consuming, were in the 
proposed system  features are based on 
forming keys which are numbers, directly 
processed no need to store them, which 
means protection from any attack 
mentioned by Langweg (2006). The 
proposed algorithm uses simple 
mathematic functions in key calculation 
different than algorithms used by Costas at 
el (2008) or used by Kirby and Sirovich 
(1990), our system is fast because it is 
based calculating numbers, it requires 
minor process, less memory space 
compared to them. 
 
3. COCLUSION 

A model of signing – verifying document 
signature and protecting it was presented. 
Meanwhile, an investigation and drawback 
of existing digital signatures were shown. 
The proposed algorithm uses person 
characteristics biometrics (face) which is 
not possibly stolen or forge or tampered. It 
provides an easy method in use, that 
requires nothing to carry with. Our results 
shows that with no doubt, face is strongly 
recommended for online document 
signing. 
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